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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Screening colonoscopies have been shown to decrease colorectal cancer incidence and mortality \[[@pone.0231888.ref001], [@pone.0231888.ref002]\]. High quality of bowel preparation (BP) is an essential factor of the success of colonoscopy. According to European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) guideline, a ≥90% minimum standard for adequate BP was recommended \[[@pone.0231888.ref003]\]. However, about 18%-30.5% of the patients had an inadequate prepared colon in clinical practice \[[@pone.0231888.ref004], [@pone.0231888.ref005]\]. Inadequate BP leads to a higher rate of missed polyps or adenomas, increased healthcare cost, prolonged total procedural time and cancelled procedures \[[@pone.0231888.ref006]--[@pone.0231888.ref008]\]. According to recommendations from the US multi-society task force on colorectal cancer, patients should be provided with education instructions for all components of the colonoscopy preparation and emphasize the importance of compliance \[[@pone.0231888.ref009]\]. The latest ESGE guideline also recommended the use of enhanced instructions for BP \[[@pone.0231888.ref010]\].

In an effort to improve BP quality, researchers realized that regular oral or written instructions were insufficient and have focused on the strengthening of the instructions to patients before colonoscopy. In the early stage, additional explanations by a senior gastroenterologist were used to explain to patients according to their incorrect questionnaires \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]\]. Then, pictures \[[@pone.0231888.ref012]\], cartoon visual aids \[[@pone.0231888.ref013]\], booklets \[[@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref015]\] and even videos \[[@pone.0231888.ref016]\] were applied. With the development of economy and technology and the popularization of digital devices, phone call \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref018]\], short message service \[[@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref020]\], smart phone applications \[[@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref022]\], social media \[[@pone.0231888.ref023]\] and online video \[[@pone.0231888.ref024]\] were employed to reinforce patients' education. However, the conclusions were inconsistent.

Four previous meta-analysis \[[@pone.0231888.ref025]--[@pone.0231888.ref028]\] have been published to systemically compare the adequacy of BP among patients receiving enhanced instructions and standard education. The design and search strategies of these studies were different. Chang et al's study \[[@pone.0231888.ref025]\] was the first meta-analysis determining the effect of educational intervention on BP quality. Although 9 RCTs (n = 2885) were included, three of them were abstracts. Desai et al \[[@pone.0231888.ref028]\] enrolled 6 studies, which only detected smartphone applications on BP quality compared with standard education (n = 810). Kurlander et al \[[@pone.0231888.ref026]\] enrolled 7 studies with full articles (n = 2660), however, two of them were not RCTs. In 2017, our team made comparisons of BP quality between patients receiving enhanced instructions plus regular instructions and regular instructions alone \[[@pone.0231888.ref027]\]. 8 RCTs (n = 3795) with full texts were enrolled. However, the literature search time were up to 2015. In the past 4 years, additional 10 high-quality clinical trials have been published \[[@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref019]--[@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref024], [@pone.0231888.ref029]--[@pone.0231888.ref032]\]. The results, however, seemed to be conflicting. Therefore, here we further performed an updated meta-analysis to evaluate the influence of reinforced educations on the improvement of BP quality other outcomes.

Methods {#sec006}
=======

Search strategies {#sec007}
-----------------

We comprehensively searched Pubmed, EMBASE, Web of Science and the Cochrane Library through April 30, 2019. Only studies published in English were identified. Our key words and search strategies were as follows: 1, ("education" \[All Fields\] OR "educate" \[All Fields\]) AND ("colonoscopy" \[All Fields\] OR "colonoscopy" \[MeSH\]); 2, ("instruction" \[All Fields\] OR "instruct" \[All Fields\]) AND ("colonoscopy"\[All Fields\] OR "colonoscopy" \[MeSH\]); 3, ("education" \[All Fields\] OR "instruction" \[All Fields\]) AND ("bowel preparation" \[All Fields\] OR "bowel preparation" \[MeSH\] OR "bowel cleansing"); 4, ("instruction" \[All Fields\]) AND ("bowel preparation" \[All Fields\] OR "bowel preparation" \[MeSH\] OR "bowel cleansing" \[All Fields\]). In addition, reference lists of primary study publications, reviews, editorials and the proceedings of international congresses were manually searched. We did not consider abstracts or unpublished reports for inclusion.

Study selection {#sec008}
---------------

The included studies were required to fulfill the following inclusion criteria: 1, study design: RCTs with full text; 2, study participants: patients ≥18 years old who underwent colonoscopy including both hospitalized patients and outpatients; 3, the primary or secondary outcomes included the rate of adequate BP; 4, study design: patients in the intervention group received reinforced educations by a certain of tool based on standard instruction, while patients in the control group received standard instructions; 5, there should be a qualified scale evaluating the degree of cleansing of colon. SE meant oral instructions, written instructions or oral plus written instructions associated with bowel preparation, which was provided by physicians or nurses before colonoscopy. The contents of SE included diet restriction, the time and methods of drinking purgatives. RE referred to additional, enhanced instructions based on SE, which was realized by providing some certain of methods or tools. The contents of SE and RE were generally the same.

Study outcomes {#sec009}
--------------

The primary outcome was the rate of adequate bowel preparation. For the evaluation of BP quality, 5 BP scales were used, including Boston Bowel Preparation Scale (BBPS) \[[@pone.0231888.ref033]\], Ottawa Bowel Preparation Scale (OBPS) \[[@pone.0231888.ref034]\], Universal Preparation Assessment Scale (UPAS) \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]\], Harefield Cleansing Scale (HCS) \[[@pone.0231888.ref035]\] and Aronchick scale \[[@pone.0231888.ref036]\]. The adequacy of BP was defined by BBPS score ≥5, OBPS score \<6, UBPS score \<3 or HCS grade A or B. The secondary outcomes included BBPS or OBPS scores, adenoma or polyp detection rate (ADR or PDR), insertion time, withdrawal time and adverse events, \>80% purgative intake and diet compliance.

Data extraction {#sec010}
---------------

The studies were retrieved and the data were assessed and extracted by two investigators (Li X and Wang Z) independently, which was then summarized. Conflicts and disagreements were resolved by discussion or consulting a third investigator. Among each eligible study, the following data were extracted: author, year of publication, country, study design, blinding, number of patients allocated to each group, detailed information of interventions and controls, primary and secondary endpoints, BP scale, purgatives, diet restriction and other detailed information undergoing colonoscopy including insertion time, withdrawal time, ADR, PDR, purgative use, diet restrictions and so on.

Quality assessment {#sec011}
------------------

Study quality was evaluated by modified Jadad's score \[[@pone.0231888.ref037], [@pone.0231888.ref038]\] ([S2 Table](#pone.0231888.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with 1--3 points being regarded as low quality and 4--7 points as high quality. Two studies used a nonrandom component in the sequence generation progress. Since patients were impossible to be blinded to instruction methods, all trials were single blinded to endoscopists, which may cause methodological impairment.

Statistical analysis {#sec012}
--------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using Review Manager (Revman, version 5.2) and Stata (version 12.0). If data from both intention-to-treat and per-protocol analyses were presented, the former were extracted and analyzed. Dichotomous data, including the rates of adequate bowel preparation, ADR or PDR, adverse events and diet compliance etc., were reported as odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI). Continuous data, including BBPS, OBPS, insertion and withdrawal time, were reported as mean difference (MD) with 95%CI. Pooled estimates of OR or MD were calculated using a random-effects model, in which both within-study and between-study variations were considered \[[@pone.0231888.ref039]\]. Subgroup analysis were conducted according to the types of RE (communicable or not), evaluation tool (BBPS or OPBS), indication (screening or mixed) and preparation method (4L PEG, split-dose or low-volume laxatives). Statistical heterogeneity was accessed by calculating the I^2^ value, with substantial heterogeneity defined as I^2^ greater than 50%, as described previously. A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant. Publication bias was assessed by visual inspection of a funnel plot using Review Manager and was detected by Stata software.

Results {#sec013}
=======

Study selection {#sec014}
---------------

According to the predefined search strategies, a total of 1547 articles were identified initially. 787 records were removed due to duplications. Then, 730 articles were excluded after abstract reading. Of the remaining 30 articles, 12 were excluded after full-text reading for the following reasons: no BP quality as the primary or secondary outcomes (n = 2), non-RCTs (n = 5) and insufficient data (n = 5). Finally, 18 studies were included in this meta-analysis \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]--[@pone.0231888.ref024], [@pone.0231888.ref029]--[@pone.0231888.ref032]\] ([Fig 1](#pone.0231888.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flow chart for search strategies.](pone.0231888.g001){#pone.0231888.g001}

Characteristics of the selected trials {#sec015}
--------------------------------------

The characteristics of 18 included studies were summarized in [Table 1](#pone.0231888.t001){ref-type="table"}. A total of 6536 patients were enrolled. The pooled rete of adequate bowel cleansing was 81.0%, with 87.3% in the intervention group and 74.4% in the control group. Only two studies were multicenter studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref023]\], the rest of which were conducted by single center. 17 trials' primary endpoint was BP quality, while one trial's primary endpoint was adherence with instruction \[[@pone.0231888.ref031]\]. Among all studies, secondary endpoints included: BP score, ADR or PDR, insertion time, withdrawal time etc.

10.1371/journal.pone.0231888.t001

###### Characteristics of each included study.

![](pone.0231888.t001){#pone.0231888.t001g}

                                                Design   Center        Blinding   Location   ITT Patient (RE/SE)   Patient                Primary endpoint              Indication   SE method            RE method                             Communicable tools or not[\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------------- -------- ------------- ---------- ---------- --------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------- ------------ -------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
  Back, 2018 \[[@pone.0231888.ref021]\]         RCT      Single        Single     Korea      139/144               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Oral and leaflet     Audio-visual through smart phone      Yes
  Calderwood, 2011 \[[@pone.0231888.ref012]\]   RCT      Single        Single     USA        477/492               Outpatient             BP quality                    Screening    Written              Visual aid                            No
  Ergen, 2016 \[[@pone.0231888.ref014]\]        RCT      Single        Single     USA        45/40                 Hospitalized patient   BP quality                    Mixed        NR                   Booklet                               No
  Elvas, 2016 \[[@pone.0231888.ref032]\]        RCT      Single        Single     Portugal   116/113               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Oral and written     Additional personalized instruction   No
  Kang, 2015 \[[@pone.0231888.ref023]\]         RCT      Multicenter   Single     China      387/383               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Oral and written     Social media app                      Yes
  Lee, 2015 \[[@pone.0231888.ref017]\]          RCT      Single        Single     Korea      253/137               NR                     BP quality                    Screening    Oral and written     Telephone & SMS                       Yes
  Liu, 2014 \[[@pone.0231888.ref018]\]          RCT      Single        Single     China      305/300               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Oral and written     Telephone                             Yes
  Liu, 2018 \[[@pone.0231888.ref029]\]          RCT      Single        Single     China      239/237               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        NR                   Video plus retelling                  No
  Lorenzo, 2015 \[[@pone.0231888.ref022]\]      RCT      Single        Single     Spain      108/152               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Written              Smart phone app                       No
  Modi, 2009 \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]\]         RCT      Single        Single     USA        84/80                 NR                     BP quality                    Screening    Oral and written     Additional explanation                No
  Park, 2015 \[[@pone.0231888.ref030]\]         RCT      Single        Single     Korea      136/135               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Written              SMS                                   No
  Park, 2016 \[[@pone.0231888.ref016]\]         RCT      Single        Single     Korea      250/252               Outpatient             BP quality                    Screening    Written              Video                                 No
  Rice, 2016 \[[@pone.0231888.ref024]\]         RCT      Single        Single     USA        42/50                 Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Oral and written     Online video                          No
  Sharara, 2017 \[[@pone.0231888.ref031]\]      RCT      Single        Single     USA        80/80                 Outpatient             Adherence with instructions   NR           Written              Smart phone app                       No
  Spiegel, 2011 \[[@pone.0231888.ref015]\]      RCT      Single        Single     USA        216/220               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Oral, written        New designed booklet                  No
  Tae, 2012 \[[@pone.0231888.ref013]\]          RCT      Single        Single     Korea      102/103               Outpatient             BP quality                    Screening    Verbal and written   Cartoon visual aids                   No
  Walter, 2019 \[[@pone.0231888.ref019]\]       RCT      Multicenter   Single     Germany    248/247               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Oral                 SMS                                   No
  Wang, 2019 \[[@pone.0231888.ref020]\]         RCT      Single        Single     China      257/127               Outpatient             BP quality                    Mixed        Written              WeChat & SMS                          Yes

ITT, intention to treat; RE, reinforced education; SE, standard education; BP, bowel preparation; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SMS, short message service; NR, not reported

\* Communicable tools refer to the RE methods

There were some differences among these studies. Firstly, the quality of BP was evaluated by five scales. Secondly, methods that patients receiving REs were different ([S1 Table](#pone.0231888.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thirdly, the type, volume and drinking methods of purgatives and diet restrictions were different.

For patients, one study \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]\] enrolled patients ≥40 years old and two studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref021]\] ≥20, while the rest studies enrolled candidates with age ≥18 years old. Most trials took outpatients into consideration. One study only enrolled hospitalized patients \[[@pone.0231888.ref014]\] and patient type was unclear in other two \[[@pone.0231888.ref011], [@pone.0231888.ref017]\]. Furthermore, five studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]--[@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref017]\] only enrolled patients undergoing screening colonoscopy, while the others enrolled patients with mixed indications of colonoscopy, including screening, diagnosis and surveillance except one not reporting \[[@pone.0231888.ref031]\].

Primary outcome: BP quality {#sec016}
---------------------------

As the primary outcome, the rates of BP quality were analyzed by all 18 studies (N = 6536) ([Fig 2](#pone.0231888.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In the RE group, 87.3% (2939/3366) of patients had adequate BP, while it was 74.4% (2359/3170) in the SE group (OR 2.59, 95%CI: 2.09--3.19; P\<0.001).

![Forest blot comparing the pooled BP quality between RE and SE groups.](pone.0231888.g002){#pone.0231888.g002}

Subgroup analysis {#sec017}
-----------------

### Communicable tool and non-communicable tool {#sec018}

Generally, the means in the RE group can be divided into two kinds: communicable tool and non-communicable tool. 4 studies used communicable tools, including social media application (WeChat) \[[@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023]\] and telephone call \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref018]\]. Through the communicable tools, patients could communicate with physicians or nurses if they had any questions about bowel preparation during the procedure of instruction or met problems during the preparation. By using communicable tools for RE, patients achieved better BP quality (1035/1166, 88.8% vs. 678/914, 74.2%; OR 2.84; 95%CI:1.97--4.11; P\<0.001). In other 14 studies with non-communication tools as the RE methods, patients also showed a higher rate of adequate BP compared with the control group (1902/2198, 86.5% vs. 1681/2254, 74.6%; OR 2.52; 95%CI:1.92--3.30; P\<0.001) ([S1 Fig](#pone.0231888.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### BBPS and OBPS {#sec019}

8 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012]--[@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref019]--[@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref024]\] used BBPS to evaluate BP quality, a 10-point score from 0 to 9 (0 = very poor, 9 = excellent) by adding score of 3 segments of the colon (right, transverse, and the left side of the colon), each of which was assigned a score ranging from 0 to 3 (0 = inadequate, 1 = fair, 2 = good, 3 = excellent). 3 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012], [@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref017]\] defined BBPS ≥5 as "adequate", two study \[[@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref020]\] set BBPS ≥6 as "adequate" and three studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref024]\] regarded a total BBPS ≥6 with all segment scores ≥2 as "adequate". Adequate rate of BP in RE group using BBPS was significantly higher than the controls (1413/1561, 90.5% vs. 1072/1333, 80.4%; OR 2.79; 95%CI:1.74--4.46; P\<0.001). 6 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref015], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] used OBPS, which is calculated by adding the score of the right, transverse/descending, and sigmoid/rectum colon segments and fluid in the whole colon from 14 to 0 (14 = very poor, 0 = excellent). Adequate BP was defined as OBPS \<6. Patients in RE group also showed a higher BP adequacy than those in SE group (1229/1424, 86.3% vs. 1014/1420, 71.4%; OR 2.61; 95%CI: 2.14--3.18; P\<0.001) ([S2 Fig](#pone.0231888.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### 4L PEG in split-dose {#sec020}

6 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref024], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] used the purgative of 4L PEG in split-dose. It has been demonstrated that patients in RE group also showed a better BP quality than those in SE group (809/928, 87.2% vs. 670/927, 72.3%; OR 2.77; 95%CI: 2.16--3.55; P\<0.001) ([S3 Fig](#pone.0231888.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Split-dose with any laxatives {#sec021}

Among the included 18 studies, 12 used split-dose strategy. The laxatives included 3L \[[@pone.0231888.ref020]\] or 4L PEG \[[@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref024], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\], 2L PEG+Asc \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref022]\] and SPMC \[[@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref031]\]. Patients with the administration of split dose in RE group showed better quality of bowel preparation compared with SE group (1810/2013, 90.0% vs. 1384/1814, 76.3%; OR 2.92; 95%CI: 2.31--3.68; P\<0.001) ([S4 Fig](#pone.0231888.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Low-volume laxatives {#sec022}

Several types of low-volume preparations have recently been shown with similar efficacy and lower adverse events compared with 4L PEG \[[@pone.0231888.ref010], [@pone.0231888.ref040]\]. Here 6 studies with 2492 patients used low-volume preparations, including 2L PEG+Asc \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref022]\], 2L PEG or NaP or magnesium citrate \[[@pone.0231888.ref015], [@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref029]\]. Compared with SE, RE showed higher rate of adequate BP in patients undergoing 2L PEG+Asc (576/609, 94.6% vs. 463/536, 86.4%; OR 2.84; 95%: 1.83--4.40; P\<0.001) or 2L PEG (564/676, 83.4% vs. 451/671, 67.2%; OR 2.63; 95%CI: 1.75--3.97; P\<0.001) ([S5 Fig](#pone.0231888.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Clear liquid diet and low fiber/residue diet {#sec023}

In 7 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref011], [@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref015], [@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref024]\], patients were only requested for dietary restriction of a clear liquid diet on the day before colonoscopy. Patients receiving RE indicated a better BP quality (1009/1218, 82.8% vs. 716/1083, 66.1%; OR 2.52; 95%CI: 1.90--3.35; P\<0.001). In 6 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref022], [@pone.0231888.ref030], [@pone.0231888.ref032]\], patients were instructed to take low-fiber or low-residue diet 1--3 days before colonoscopy. Patient receiving RE also showed a higher BP quality (890/998, 89.2% vs. 687/926, 74.2%; OR 3.40; 95%CI, 2.35--4.92; P\<0.001) ([S6 Fig](#pone.0231888.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Screening colonoscopy and mixed indications {#sec024}

5 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]--[@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref017]\] enrolled only patients undergoing screening colonoscopy. The BP quality of screening patients was better in the RE group than in the SE group (1057/1164, 90.8% vs. 880/1057, 83.3%; OR, 2.22; 95% CI, 1.35--3.67; P\<0.001). 12 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref015], [@pone.0231888.ref018]--[@pone.0231888.ref024], [@pone.0231888.ref029], [@pone.0231888.ref030], [@pone.0231888.ref032]\] enrolled patients undergoing colonoscopy with mixed indications, including screening, diagnostic and surveillance. The BP quality of patients with mixed indications was better in the RE group than in the SE group (1813/2120, 85.5% vs. 1417/2031, 69.8%; OR 2.88; 95%CI: 2.33--3.55; P\<0.001) ([S7 Fig](#pone.0231888.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### SE methods {#sec025}

The methods of SE were described in detail in 16 studies, including 6 with written instructions alone, 1 with oral instructions alone and 9 using written plus oral instructions. RE significantly improved the adequate rate in patients receiving only written instructions in the control group (1168/1308, 89.3% vs. 1005/1238, 81.2%; OR 2.29; 95%CI: 1.43--3.68; P\<0.001). Similar results were found in patients receiving written plus oral instructions as the SE method (1300/1526, 85.2% vs. 963/1408, 68.4%; OR 2.77; 95%CI: 2.05--3.75; P\<0.001) ([S8 Fig](#pone.0231888.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Secondary outcomes {#sec026}
------------------

### BBPS score and OBPS score {#sec027}

8 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012]--[@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref019]--[@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref024]\] reported BBPS scores, and patients in RE group showed a higher BP score (mean score: 6.77 vs. 6.20; MD 0.72; 95%CI: 0.35--1.09; P\<0.001). 5 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref015], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] recorded OBPS scores, likewise, patients in the RE group had a lower BP score (mean score: 3.46 vs. 4.69; MD -0.66; 95%CI: -0.89-(-0.43); P\<0.001) ([S9 Fig](#pone.0231888.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### ADR and PDR {#sec028}

ADR was reported in 4 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] and PDR was detected in 8 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012], [@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref016]--[@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref022], [@pone.0231888.ref029], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\]. Compared with those in the SE group, patients in the RE group had a higher ADR (226/1033, 21.9% vs. 135/782, 17.3%; OR 1.35; 95%CI: 1.06--1.72; P = 0.020) and PDR (637/2019, 33.2% vs. 483/1778, 28.2%; OR 1.24; 95%CI: 1.02--1.50; P = 0.030). Diminutive adenoma detection rate was reported in 1 study \[[@pone.0231888.ref023]\], which was also higher in the RE group (51/387, 13.2% vs. 30/383, 7.8%, P = 0.019) ([S10 Fig](#pone.0231888.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Insertion time and withdrawal time {#sec029}

8 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]--[@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref016]--[@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023]\] reported insertion time and 9 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]--[@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref016]--[@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] reported withdrawal time. Patient in RE group had a shorter insertion time (mean (min): 6.39 vs. 7.02; MD -0.76; 95%CI: -1.48-(-0.04); P = 0.040) and a shorter withdrawal time (mean (min): 7.23 vs. 8.02; MD -0.83; 95%CI: -1.83-(-0.28); P = 0.003) ([S11 Fig](#pone.0231888.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Adverse events {#sec030}

6 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012], [@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] reported patients' adverse events after taking purgatives. The general rate of three main symptoms (nausea/vomiting, abdominal pain and abdominal distension) of adverse events was 12.1%. Patients receiving RE had less nausea/vomiting (339/1616, 21.0% vs. 301/1381, 21.8%; OR 0.78; 95%CI: 0.64--0.97; P = 0.020) and less abdominal distension (181/1751, 10.3% vs. 183/1516, 12.1%; OR 0.72; 95%CI: 0.68--0.92; P = 0.020). However, there was no statistical difference in abdominal pain between patients in two groups (63/1616, 3.9% vs. 58/1381, 4.2%; OR, 0.99; 95%CI: 0.69--1.44; P = 0.970) ([S12 Fig](#pone.0231888.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### \>80% purgative intake and diet compliance {#sec031}

5 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref021], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] reported the volume of purgatives that patients finally ingested. In RE group, more patients ingested \>80% purgatives than those in SE group (1081/1172, 92.2% vs. 803/926, 86.7%; OR 2.17; 95%CI, 1.09--4.32; P = 0.030). 5 studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030], [@pone.0231888.ref031]\] reported diet compliance. Obviously, patients in the RE group were more compliant with diet restriction of the education (985/1079, 91.3% vs. 686/831, 82.6%; OR 2.38; 95%CI: 1.79--3.17; P\<0.001) ([S13 Fig](#pone.0231888.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Sensitivity analysis {#sec032}
--------------------

For the primary endpoint, the I2 value of heterogeneity was 53%. Sensitivity analysis was conducted with the extraction of study one by one. It showed that after extracting Calderwood's study and Back's study, the I2 changed to 30% and 44% separately, while after the extraction of other studies one by one, all I2 values were \>50%.

Publication bias {#sec033}
----------------

The funnel plots performed by Revman that was asymmetric ([S14 Fig](#pone.0231888.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Begg's test was conducted by Stata and the funnel plot showed no significant publication bias was found (P = 0.950) ([S15 Fig](#pone.0231888.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#sec034}
==========

Colonoscopy is an important preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic modality, and its efficacy is closely associated with BP quality. Even though recommended by US Multi-society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer \[[@pone.0231888.ref009]\], standard oral or written instructions of BP before colonoscopy may still not be effective enough to ensure quality of BP, which leads to about 1/3 patients had inadequate BP \[[@pone.0231888.ref004], [@pone.0231888.ref041]\], far lower than the recommendation of a ≥90% minimum standard for adequate BP by ESGE guideline \[[@pone.0231888.ref003]\]. Therefore, investigators were hoping to improve BP quality through the enhancement of patients' education and multiple qualified RCTs have been conducted and reported. Apart from standard oral or written education, the reinforced education method is often more understandable, accessible or readable, which may improve patients' knowledge of BP, give patients a reminder before procedure and enable them to be more compliant with the instructions.

This updated meta-analysis including 18 qualified RCTs (N = 6536) with appropriate and variable reinforced educational methods, revealed that compared with SE, RE improves the quality of BP for colonoscopy (87.3% vs. 74.4%; P\<0.001). For secondary outcomes, patients receiving RE had a better BP score, a higher ADR and PDR, shorter insertion time and withdrawal time, less nausea/vomiting and abdominal distension. Although the primary outcome was similar to the four previous systemic review and meta-analyses, this updated meta-analysis conducted some new conclusions in secondary outcomes: 1) RE improved both ADR and PDR, which firstly demonstrated that patients receiving RE had a higher PDR in the form of systemic review and meta-analysis; 2) patients in the RE group had a shorter insertion time; 3) less nausea/vomiting and abdominal distension were achieved in the RE group. In addition, this updated meta-analysis had the biggest sample size and the greatest number of qualified RCTs, which also included more kinds of reinforced education methods.

Among the included studies, RE methods or tools were variable. Desai et al \[[@pone.0231888.ref028]\] analyzed patients receiving RE by means of smartphone applications, which concluded that as a novel educational tool, smartphone application could achieve better bowel cleansing. However, in three studies, patients could not communicate with medical practitioners when met some problems during BP period. In subgroup analysis of this meta-analysis, we divided RE tools into two kinds: communicable tools and non-communicable tools. Four studies used communicable tools, including a social media application (WeChat) \[[@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023]\] and telephone call \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref018]\]. Through the communicable tools, patients could communicate with physicians or nurses if they had any questions about bowel preparation during the procedure of instruction or met problems during the preparation. However, patients using non-communicable tools for communication are indirect and medical practitioners cannot receive feedbacks from patients until BP finished.

Detection and removal of adenomas and polyps is the most significant benefit of colonoscopy on the reduction of colorectal cancer mortality and morbidity \[[@pone.0231888.ref042]\]. This meta-analysis firstly demonstrated that RE could improve both ADR (OR 1.35; 95%CI: 1.06--1.72; P = 0.020) and PDR (OR 1.24; 95%CI: 1.02--1.50; P = 0.030). ADR was reported by four studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\]. Kang et al \[[@pone.0231888.ref023]\] showed that only diminutive adenomas (size ≤5mm) was significantly improved in RE group (13.2% vs. 7.8%, P = 0.019), while the size of adenomas was not described in other three trials. Although only a small group of diminutive adenomas (0.8%-3.8%) have advanced histological features \[[@pone.0231888.ref043]\], it is possible for diminutive adenomas to develop into advanced adenomas or cancers. PDR was reported in eight studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012], [@pone.0231888.ref013], [@pone.0231888.ref016]--[@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref029], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\] (33.2% vs. 28.2%; OR 1.24; 95%CI: 1.02--1.50; P = 0.030) and the conclusion was different from Guo et al's \[[@pone.0231888.ref027]\] and Chang et al's \[[@pone.0231888.ref025]\] study. Although having the biggest sample size among these studies, there was no difference between two groups in Calderwood et al' s study (38.2% vs. 38.4%) \[[@pone.0231888.ref012]\]. However, Liu et al \[[@pone.0231888.ref018]\] showed that re-education through telephone had a higher PDR (38.0% vs. 24.7%).

This meta-analysis also showed that patients receiving RE had both shorter insertion time and withdrawal time which was different from our previous meta-analysis \[[@pone.0231888.ref027]\]. Although both BP examine (e.g adenoma, polyp and other colon disease) and BP evaluation were conducted when withdrawing, a colonoscopist may have a better visual when inserting colonoscopy, which could decrease insertion time. Generally, most discomforts for patients undergoing colonoscopy happened in insertion period, thus, to some extent, the decreasing of insertion time could relieve patient's pain and improve their willingness of colonoscopy.

In the past few years, several rating scales have been developed to evaluate the quality of BP, including BBPS \[[@pone.0231888.ref033]\], OBPS \[[@pone.0231888.ref034]\], UPAS \[[@pone.0231888.ref011]\], HCS \[[@pone.0231888.ref035]\], Aronchick scale \[[@pone.0231888.ref036]\] etc. BBPS is thought to be the best in clinical practice with high intra- and inter-observer reliability and good correlation with colonoscopic findings \[[@pone.0231888.ref009]\]. In this meta-analysis, BBPS was used in eight studies and OBPS in six studies. The subgroup analysis showed patients in EI group both had better BP quality no matter which evaluating methods (BBPS or OBPS) were used. For the secondary outcome of BBPS and OBPS scores, patients in RE also showed a better BBPS score.

Adverse events were reported in six studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012], [@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref020], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\]. This meta-analysis firstly demonstrated that patients receiving RE had less nausea/vomiting or less abdominal distension, which is different from Guo et al's \[[@pone.0231888.ref027]\]. According to our conclusion, there was no difference between two groups with regard to abdominal pain and no heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0%) of found in abdominal pain by sensitivity analysis. However, adverse events were influenced by some factors. Firstly, various purgatives were used, including 4L PEG in single \[[@pone.0231888.ref032]\] and split-dose \[[@pone.0231888.ref012], [@pone.0231888.ref014], [@pone.0231888.ref016], [@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref024], [@pone.0231888.ref030]\], 3L PEG \[[@pone.0231888.ref020]\], 2L PEG \[[@pone.0231888.ref015], [@pone.0231888.ref017]--[@pone.0231888.ref019], [@pone.0231888.ref022], [@pone.0231888.ref029]\]. Secondly, nausea and vomiting were combined for analysis in three studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref012], [@pone.0231888.ref018], [@pone.0231888.ref023]\] and analyzed separately in two studies \[[@pone.0231888.ref017], [@pone.0231888.ref020]\]. Thirdly, some detailed information was not provided in these studies, such as drinking speed, time interval between starting taking purgative and adverse events happening. Further studies may control and eliminate these interference factors.

Although our finding confirms the effectiveness of RE in BP, there are some limitations and several areas worth further investigation. Firstly, only two studies were conducted by multicenter, the rest of which were carried out in single center. Secondly, owing to the superiorities and weaknesses of different tools of educations, the head-to-head comparison of different RE methods needs to be further investigated. It is possible that a combination use of two or more means of RE methods could achieve better BP quality. Thirdly, for the patients with high risk factors associated with inadequate BP (e.g the elderly, BMI ≥25 or constipation), adequate BP is less likely to be achieved. RE for such patients may be even more significant for a better BP quality. Further work needs to be done to investigate the impacts of RE in these patients. Fourthly, patients with younger age, without comorbidities (especially constipation, diabetes, Parkinson disease and spine injury) or medications (especially tricyclic antidepressant (TCA) and possibly calcium channel blockers (CCB) and those with higher education level represent an relatively "easy-to-prepare" group \[[@pone.0231888.ref044]\]. It is interesting to investigate whether these patients may achieve adequate bowel preparation even without RE. Unfortunately, among the 18 studies focusing on investigating the effects of RE on BP quality, none reported the results of bowel preparation in low-risk patients. Further studies are needed to investigate the effects RE on BP quality in the "easy to-prepare" population. Fifthly, among the 5 scales used for the evaluation of BP quality, only BBPS \[[@pone.0231888.ref033], [@pone.0231888.ref045]\] and OBPS \[[@pone.0231888.ref023], [@pone.0231888.ref034]\] were validated for the inter- and intra- observer consistence. Uncertainty of the results may exist with the uses of other 3 invalidated scales. Last but not the least, to evaluate the effects of RE in different conditions, several subgroup analyses were performed. Although significant differences were found in most of the analyses (P\<0.001). The power of the subgroup analyses may be not sufficient. The capabilities of subgroup analyses to detect meaningful differences between studies is often limited, thus it should be cautioned to explain the results.

In summary, this updated meta-analysis indicated that compared with SE, RE could significantly improve BP quality, increase ADR and PDR, decrease insertion time and withdrawal time and reduce adverse events of nausea/vomiting and abdominal distension. Therefore, in addition to SE, RE before colonoscopy should be recommended for patients undergoing BP.
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Dear editor and reviewers,

We thank the editor and reviewers for reviewing our Manuscript ID PONE-D-19-27355 entitled "Reinforced education improves the quality of bowel preparation for colonoscopy: an updated meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials". We have revised the manuscript according to the constructive suggestions. A point-by-point response is included below.

In response to the reviewers\' comments, additional information has been added to the revised manuscript. These are marked by red highlights in the version with tracked changes. The version with all changes accepted (clean version) are also provided. Deleted text no longer appears in the final clean version.

Editor

1, A rigorous statistical analysis is clue in this type of manuscripts. I agree with the statistician that it needs improvement and better describe in more detail. Please pay a very careful attention to the statistician comments. As mentioned by the statistician, currently the manuscript do not meet the Plos One criteria (see publication criteria number 3).

Response: Thank you for the advice. We totally agree with reviewer 3 that statistical methods should be described in more detail.

According to the suggestion, the methods of Statistical analysis were modified as follows (page 6, line24--page 7, line 6): "All statistical analyses were performed using Review Manager (Revman, version 5.2) and Stata (version 12.0). If data from both intention-to-treat and per-protocol analyses were presented, the former were extracted and analyzed. Dichotomous data, including the rates of adequate bowel preparation, ADR or PDR, adverse events and diet compliance etc., were reported as odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI). Continuous data, including BBPS, OBPS, insertion and withdrawal time, were reported as standard mean difference (SMD) with 95%CI. Pooled estimates of OR or SMD were calculated using a random-effects model (M-H, heterogeneity), in which both within-study and between-study variations were considered (Control Clin Trials 1986;7:177-88.). Subgroup analysis were conducted according to the types of RE (communicable or not), evaluation tool (BBPS or OPBS), indication (screening or mixed) and preparation method (4L PEG, split-dose or low-volume laxatives). Statistical heterogeneity was accessed using the Cochrane Q test and by calculating the I2 value, with substantial heterogeneity defined as I2 greater than 50%, as described previously. A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant."

We believe the current version of statistical methods should meet the publication criteria No.3 of PLoS One.

2, I consider also that the comments from the rest of the reviewers are important in order to improve the manuscript.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. The constructive and suggestive comments from the reviewers and the editor are very helpful for improving our manuscript. The manuscript had been revised based on the suggestions. Point-to-point responses had been provided for all the questions and comments.

3, Flow Chart. From 760 manuscripts, 523 were excluded, and then 27 were assessed for eligibility, however, 760-523 are not 27. Please correct or explain it.

Response: Thank you for pointing out the mistake. We performed systemic literature search for several times. The outcomes of each time of searching may be mixed. We have corrected the flow chart.

4, Is the Universal preparation scale a validated scale? This is a limitation if not.

Response: Thank you for the comments. We agree that the use of invalidated UPAS scale to evaluate BP quality may bring some uncertainty to the results. The following contents were added into Limitation (page 14, line 17-19): "Fifthly, among the 5 scales used for the evaluation of BP quality, only BBPS (Gastrointest Endosc 2009;69:620-5; Gastrointest Endosc 2010;72:686-92;) and OBPS (Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2016;14:429-435 e3; Gastrointest Endosc 2004;59:482-6) were validated for the inter- and intra- observer consistence. Uncertainty of the results may exist with the uses of other 3 invalidated scales."

5, Results (primary and secondary outcomes). Please include the confidence intervals of the proportions (not only of the OR)

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. We have added confidence intervals to all results.

6, Please English language needs some improvement. Make sure that the manuscript is edited.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. The manuscript had been thoroughly reviewed and modified by a native English editor. The grammatical errors and typing errors had been carefully checked and corrected.

7, In page 11, the paragraph "and the conclusion ....until (38.2% vs. 38.4%)\" needs to be rephrased

Response: Thank you for the question. There was no statistical difference in polyp detection rate (PDR) between patients receiving enhanced instructions and regular instructions (448/1245, 36.0% vs 363/1179, 30.8%; OR, 1.25; 95% CI, 0.93-1.68; P=0.140) either in Guo et al's (Gastrointest Endosc 2017;85:90-97) meta-analysis or in Chang et al's meta-analysis (Endosc Int Open 2015;3:E646-52) (RR, 1.14; 95% CI, 0.87-1.51). Likewise, Calderwood et al' s study also demonstrated no statistical difference between intervention and control groups (182/477, 38.2% vs. 189/492, 38.4%; P=0.930). However, this updated meta-analysis showed opposite conclusion that patients receiving reinforced education had a higher PDR (637/2019, 33.2% vs. 483/1778, 28.2%; OR 1.24; 95%CI: 1.02-1.50; P=0.030) compared with those receiving regular educations. It may because this meta-analysis had enrolled more studies and patients.

Reviewer \#1:

Major

1\. Split dose. I miss an analysis of studies grouped by the split-dose with any laxative. Split-dosing is the variable that influences most the quality of bowel cleansing and it has been showed that it is not dependent of the laxative used. Is it possible to group the studies regarding just the split-dose with any laxative?

Response: Thank you for the question. We agree with the opinion of the reviewer that split-dose is an important factor associated with the quality of bowel preparation. It deserves further investigation with split-dose with any laxatives as one subgroup. We added the contents into Results as follows (page 9, line 6-10): "Split-dose with any laxatives. Among the included 18 studies, 12 used split-dose strategy. The laxatives included 3L or 4L PEG (n=8), 2L PEG+Asc (n=4) and SPMC (n=2). Patients with administration of split-dose laxatives in RE group showed better quality of bowel preparation compared with SE group (1810/2013, 90.0% vs. 1384/1814, 76.3%; OR 2.92; 95%CI: 2.31-3.68; P\<0.001)."

The results of the subgroup analysis were supplemented as supplementary table 3, which was provided as follows.

Supplementary table 3. Bowel preparation quality in patients receiving split-dose with any laxatives.

Studies Adequate rate of bowel preparation BBPS score

RE SE 95%CI P value Mean score SMD 95%CI P value

Split-dose with any laxatives 12 90.0% 76.3% 2.31-3.68 \<0.001 6.71 vs. 6.23 1.81 0.50-3.12 0.007

3L or 4L PEG 8 88.2% 71.7% 2.40-4.06 \<0.001 6.95 vs. 6.07 0.69 0.13-2.09 0.020

2L PEG+Asc 4 94.9% 83.7% 2.08-8.77 \<0.001 7.23 vs. 6.39 3.38 0.15-6.61 0.040

SPMC 2 91.3% 75.0% 0.51-24.66 0.200 / / / /

Abbreviations: PEG, polyethylene glycol; RE, reinforced education; SE, standard education; SMD, standard mean difference; CI, confidence interval; Asc, ascorbic acid; SPMC, sodium picosulfate with magnesium citrate

2\. I miss an exploration of the population included. There are some studies that include a population with no risk factors of poor bowel preparation (e.g. young, with no comorbidities or medications that may impair the bowel peristalsis) or a population "easy to educate" (e.g. young, high education, technologically competent). Is it possible to group the studies regarding the population included? It will allow to compare the studies and to look if the conclusions of those studies may be generalized to the general population. If it is not possible to analyze the population included I will like to include that as a limitation.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. There are several patients-related parameters which had been identified as risk factors associated with higher quality of bowel preparation in the past decade. As the reviewer indicated, patients with younger age, without comorbidities (especially constipation, diabetes, Parkinson disease and spine injury) or medications (especially TCA and possibly CCB) and those with higher education level may represent an "easy-to prepare" group. It is interesting to investigate whether these patients may achieve adequate bowel preparation even without RE. Unfortunately, among the 18 studies focusing on investigating the effects of education on BP quality, none reported the results of bowel preparation in low-risk or high-risk patients.

We agree that it is a limitation since it is currently not possible to evaluate the effects of RE on BP quality in the population with low risks. The following contents were added into the Limitations (page 14 line 9-17): "Fourthly, patients with younger age, without comorbidities (especially constipation, diabetes, Parkinson disease and spine injury) or medications (especially tricyclic antidepressant (TCA) and possibly calcium channel blockers (CCB) and those with higher education level represent an relatively "easy-to-prepare" group (Am J Gastroenterol 2018;113:601-610). It is interesting to investigate whether these patients may achieve adequate bowel preparation even without RE. Unfortunately, among the 18 studies focusing on investigating the effects of RE on BP quality, none reported the results of bowel preparation in low-risk patients. Further studies are needed to investigate the effects RE on BP quality in the "easy to-prepare" population."

3\. The quality of the standard education varies in the different studies. It is possible that if the quality of the SE is low, such as written instructions only, the room for improvement may be greater than if the quality of the SE is better. Is it possible to group the studies in relation with the quality of the SE?

If it is not possible I will appreciate a comment in the limitations section.

Response: Thank you for the comments. We agree that the methods of SE may influence the quality of bowel preparation and the effects of RE. According to the suggestion, subgroup analysis were conducted and added into Results as follows (page 10, line 1-7): "SE methods. The methods of SE were described in detail in 16 studies, including 6 with written instructions alone, 1 with oral instructions alone and 9 using written plus oral instructions (Table 1). RE significantly improved the adequate rate in patients receiving only written instructions in the control group (1168/1308, 89.3% vs. 1005/1238, 81.2%; OR 2.29; 95%CI: 1.43-3.68; P\<0.001). Similar results were found in patients receiving written plus oral instructions as the SE method (1300/1526, 85.2% vs. 963/1408, 68.4%; OR 2.77; 95%CI: 2.05-3.75; P\<0.001)."

The methods of SE were illustrated in detail and supplemented in Table 1 as follows.

Table 1. Methods of RE and SE among different studies.

Study Method of RE Method of SE Adequate BP rate

Back, 2018 Audio-visual through smart phone Oral + written 96.4% vs. 73.6%

Calderwood, 2011 Visual aid Written 90.6% vs. 89.0%

Elvas, 2016 Additional personalized instruction Oral + written 62.1% vs. 35.4%

Ergen, 2016 Booklet NR 62.0% vs. 35.0%

Kang, 2015 Social media app Oral + written 90.0% vs. 75.6%

Lee, 2015 Telephone & SMS Oral + written 96.0% vs. 86.1%

Liu, 2018 Video plus retelling NR 90.0% vs. 75.1%

Liu, 2014 Telephone Oral + written 81.6% vs. 70.3%

Lorenzo, 2015 Smart phone app Written 100% vs. 96.1%

Modi, 2009 Additional explanation Oral + written 69.0% vs. 57.5%

Park, 2015 SMS Written 79.4% vs. 57.8%

Park, 2016 Video Written 91.7% vs. 78.6%

Rice, 2016 Online video Oral + written 73.8% vs. 68.0%

Sharara, 2017 Smart phone app Written 82.5% vs. 77.5%

Spiegel, 2011 New designed booklet Oral + written 75.8% vs. 46.3%

Tae, 2012 Cartoon visual aids Oral + written 93.1% vs. 81.6%

Walter, 2019 SMS Oral 90.7% vs. 80.6%

Wang, 2019 WeChat & SMS Written 87.5% vs. 65.4%

Abbreviations: RE, reinforced education; SE, standard education; BP, bowel preparation; SMS, short message service; NR, not reported

Minor

1\. Originality. As the authors have stated there have been 4 previous meta-analysis exploring the association between an enhanced instruction for bowel prep and the bowel cleansing adequacy. Nevertheless the present study is the most updated analysis and it includes several RCTs in the last 4 years.

Response: Thank you for the comments. As the reviewer mentioned, compared with previous similar meta-analysis studies, the current study included another 4 latest RCTs and more patients (6536 vs. 2660-3795). The differences were described in detail in Introduction as follows (page 4, line 22-page5, line 2): "Four previous meta-analysis have been published to systemically compare the adequacy of BP among patients receiving enhanced instructions and standard education. The design and search strategies of these studies were different. Chang et al's study was the first meta-analysis determining the effect of educational intervention on BP quality. Although 9 RCTs (n=2885) were included, 3 of them were abstracts. Desai et al enrolled 6 studies, which only detected smartphone applications on BP quality compared with standard education (n=810). Kurlander et al enrolled 7 studies with full articles (n=2660), however, 2 of them were not RCTs. In 2017, our team made comparisons of BP quality between patients receiving enhanced instructions plus regular instructions and regular instructions alone. 8 RCTs (n=3795) with full texts were enrolled. However, the literature search time were up to 2015. In the past 4 years, additional 10 high-quality clinical trials have been published. The results, however, seemed to be conflicting."

2\. There is a discrepancy between the 2 abstracts, in the first, line 8, it is stated that the literature search was done through March 2019. In the manuscript abstract, page 3, line 9, it says that the search was conducted until April 2019. Please correct it.

Response: Thank you for pointing out the mistake. The correct time is April 2019. The corresponding mistake has been corrected.

4\. Page 6, lines 1,2 "diet restriction" is duplicated.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. The duplicated "diet restriction" (pag6, line 1-2) has been deleted.

5\. The effect of a reinforced education may be greater when the interval between the SE and the bowel preparation or the colonoscopy is longer, especially when the RE is made with a communicable tool. Is it possible to group the studies or the individual data to assess that variable?

Response: Thank you for the comments. We agree that RE may be more effective in patients with longer interval time from appointment day to the day of colonoscopy. Ten studies reported the details of interval time. Among them, 7 studies had shorter mean interval time (≤2 weeks) and 3 had longer (\>2 weeks). Subgroup analysis showed that RE improved bowel preparation quality in both patients with longer (90.4% vs. 74.4%) or shorter (86.9% vs. 70.5%) mean interval time. The effects of RE seemed comparable between the two groups of patients (OR (95%CI): 2.79 (2.24-3.47) vs. 3.26 (1.31-8.14)).

Table. BP quality in patients with different interval time from appointment to colonoscopy.

Interval time from appointment to colonoscopy Study Adequate rate of bowel preparation OR (95%CI) P value

RE SE

≤2 weeks 7 86.9% (1365/1570) 70.5% (929/1317) 2.79 (2.24-3.47) \<0.001

\>2 weeks 3 90.4% (483/534) 74.4% (406/546) 3.26 (1.31-8.14) 0.010

Table. Details of interval time from appointment to colonoscopy among studies.

Study Interval time from appointment to colonoscopy

Mean (days) RE SE

Back, 2018 17.3 NR NR

Calderwood, 2011 NR NR NR

Elvas, 2016 NR NR NR

Ergen, 2016 NR NR NR

Kang, 2015 14.6 14.6 14.5

Lee, 2015 5.4 5.4 5.4

Liu, 2018 3.3 3.4±0.2 3.3±0.8

Liu, 2014 3.4 3.4±0.8 3.5±0.9

Lorenzo, 2015 NR NR NR

Modi, 2009 NR NR NR

Park, 2015 6.02 5.02±2.02 7.03±1.38

Park, 2016 NR NR NR

Rice, 2016 30 NR NR

Sharara, 2017 NR NR NR

Spiegel, 2011 7 NR NR

Tae, 2012 NR NR NR

Walter, 2019 4 4 4

Wang, 2019 2 2 2

Reviewer \#2:

MAJOR

1\) The authors need to improve the language in the manuscript. There are spelling mistakes (pay attention to the capital letters in the names, et al needs a dot after the word, like that "et al."), and some difficult to understand sentences. For example:

i\. Page 6, line 2 withdraw. You should change it for withdrawal.

ii\. Page 6, line 6. You should change it for rate. I also suggest to add in this sentence, "The pooled rate of adequate bowel cleansing was ..."

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. The errors mentioned by the reviewer had been corrected. In addition, a native English editor had been invited to review and modify the manuscript thoroughly. All grammatical and typing errors had been carefully checked and corrected.

2\) The figures and tables legend is not complete. Moreover, the references of the figures and supplementary figures don´t match in the text.

Response: We are sorry for the mistakes. The figures and tables legends were supplemented. Two authors had carefully and comprehensively double-checked the reference numbers in the manuscript, all figures and tables.

3\) The authors have missed some articles in this meta-analysis, which fulfill the inclusion criteria. Do you have any reason to exclude them?

a\. Galvez M, Zarate AM, Espino H, Higuera-de la Tijera F, Awad RA, Camacho S. A short telephone-call reminder improves bowel preparation, quality indicators and patient satisfaction with first colonoscopy. Endosc Int Open. 2017;5. E1172-E8.

b\. Elvas L, Brito D, Areia M, Carvalho R, Alves S, Saraiva S, et al. Impact of Personalised Patient Education on Bowel Preparation for Colonoscopy: Prospective Randomised Controlled Trial. GE Port J Gastroenterol. 2017;24:22\-\--30.

c\. Prakash SR, Verma S, McGowan J, Smith BE, Shroff A, Gibson GH, et al. Improving the quality of colonoscopy bowel preparation using an educational video. Can J Gastroenterol. 2013;27:696\-\--700.

Response: Thank you for telling us the important information. With careful evaluation, we agree that these three papers were relevant to reinforced education of bowel preparation. However, the primary outcome of this study was the rate of adequate bowel preparation. Only BBPS or OBPS score was reported for the evaluation of bowel preparation in the studies of Galvez et al. (Endosc Int Open. 2017;5. E1172-E8) and Prakash et al. (Can J Gastroenterol. 2013;27:696-700). From the original data of BBPS or OBPS score, the rates of adequate bowel preparation in could not be calculated. After full discussion, we decided not to include these two studies (Endosc Int Open. 2017;5. E1172-E8; Can J Gastroenterol. 2013;27:696-700) in this meta-analysis.

Then with further enrollment of Elvas' study (GE Port J Gastroenterol. 2017;24:22-30), totally 18 studies with 6536 patients were included for this meta-analysis. Data from all of the 18 studies were checked and re-analyzed carefully. All figures and tables were refreshed accordingly.

MINOR

4\) It could help to the reader to explain the definition of standard instructions in the study selection.

Response: Thank you for the advice. Standard instructions mean oral instructions, written instructions or oral plus written instructions provided by physicians or nurses before colonoscopy. The definition was supplemented in Methods of the manuscript as follows (page 5, line 25-30): "SE meant oral instructions, written instructions or oral plus written instructions associated with bowel preparation, which was provided by physicians or nurses before colonoscopy. The contents of SE included diet restriction, the time and methods of drinking purgatives. RE referred to additional, enhanced instructions based on SE, which was realized by providing some certain of methods or tools. The contents of SE and RE were generally the same."

5\) Pag 7, paragraph 1. It could be better to add the reference after each bowel preparation scale to let the reader know which are the studies are you referring to.

Response: Thank you for this suggestion. Corresponding references have been added into Methods (page 6, line 1-4) as suggested. Here are the 5 original references related to BP scales.

1\) BBPS: Lai EJ, Calderwood AH, Doros G, et al. The Boston bowel preparation scale: a valid and reliable instrument for colonoscopy-oriented research. Gastrointest Endosc 2009;69:620-5

2\) OBPS: Rostom A, Jolicoeur E. Validation of a new scale for the assessment of bowel preparation quality. Gastrointest Endosc 2004;59:482-6.

3\) UPAS: Modi C, Depasquale JR, Digiacomo WS, et al. Impact of patient education on quality of bowel preparation in outpatient colonoscopies. Qual Prim Care. 2009;17(6):397--404.

4\) HCS: Halphen M, Heresbach D, Gruss HJ, et al. Validation of the Harefield Cleansing Scale: a tool for the evaluation of bowel cleansing quality in both research and clinical practice. Gastrointest Endosc 2013;78:121-31.

5\) Aronchick scale: Aronchick CA, Lipshutz WH, Wright SH, et al. A novel tableted purgative for colonoscopic preparation: efficacy and safety comparisons with Colyte and Fleet Phospho-Soda. Gastrointest Endosc 2000;52:346-52.

6\) Pag 7, communicable and non-communicable tools. I suggest to add the definition and the reference to the correct supplementary table.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. Communicable tools refer to the RE methods which allow patients to communicate with physicians or nurses if they had any questions about bowel preparation during the procedure of instruction or met problems during the preparation. Communicable tools in this study included social media application (WeChat) (Kang, 2015; Wang, 2019) and telephone call (Liu, 2014; Lee, 2015). According to the suggestion of the reviewer, the definition and corresponding references were added in Table 1 (page 16, line 2-18).

The following sentence was added into Results (page 8, line 11-20): "4 studies used communicable tools, including social media application (WeChat) (Kang, 2016; Wang, 2019) and telephone call (Liu, 2014; Lee, 2015). Through the communicable tools, patients could communicate with physicians or nurses if they had any questions about bowel preparation during the procedure of instruction or met problems during the preparation. By using communicable tools for RE, patients achieved better BP quality (1035/1166, 88.8% vs. 678/914, 74.2%; OR 2.84; 95%CI:1.97-4.11; P\<0.001). In other 14 studies with non-communication tools as the RE methods, patients also showed a higher rate of adequate BP compared with the control group (1902/2198, 86.5% vs. 1681/2254, 74.6%; OR 2.52; 95%CI:1.92-3.30; P\<0.001)."

7\) Pag 8- Did you analyze the BP quality by using other purgatives as low volume preparations?

Response: Thank you for the question. Several types of low-volume preparation are becoming popular in clinical practice due to its similar efficacy and lower adverse events compared with 4L PEG (Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2019;S1542-3565(19)31246-7). It is interesting to investigate whether RE is useful for the improvement of BP quality in patients undergoing low-volume preparation.

Low-volume preparations were reported in 6 enrolled studies. The laxatives for preparation included 2L PEG+Asc (n=3), 2L PEG (n=3) and NaP or magnesium citrate (n=2). Subgroup analysis was conducted to evaluate the influences of RE on BP quality in the population undergoing low-volume preparations.

The data was added into Results as follows (page 9, line 10-17): "Low-volume laxatives. Several types of low-volume preparations have recently been shown with similar efficacy and lower adverse events compared with 4L PEG (Endoscopy 2019; 51: 775--94; Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2019;S1542-3565(19)31246-7). Here 6 studies with 2492 patients used low-volume preparations, including 2L PEG+Asc (n=3), 2L PEG or NaP or magnesium citrate (n=3). Compared with SE, RE showed higher rate of adequate BP in patients undergoing 2L PEG+Asc (576/609, 94.6% vs. 463/536, 86.4%; OR 2.84; 95%: 1.83-4.40; P\<0.001) or 2L PEG (564/676, 83.4% vs. 451/671, 67.2%; OR 2.63; 95%CI: 1.75-3.97; P\<0.001)."

8\) It could be better to add in the results section some data regarding the diminutive adenoma detection rate as you discussed it latter.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. The data of diminutive (1-5mm) adenoma detection rate were described in only one study. As the reviewer suggested, the following contents were added into Results (page 10, line 18-20): "Diminutive adenoma detection rate was reported in 1 study (Kang, 2016), which was also higher in the RE group (51/387, 13.2% vs. 30/383, 7.8%, P=0.019)."

Reviewer \#3:

Thank you for the opportunity to review this paper. This is an interesting manuscript presenting a results of a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials on reinforced education improves the quality of bowel preparation for colonoscopy.

My review mainly concerns only the statistical aspects of the study. Some questions reported below were raised and in my view, it is not acceptable in this version for the publication in this journal.

Comments

1\. Statistical analysis paragraph is a duplicate of the paragraph of the precedent paper \[Guo X, Yang Z, Zhao L, et al. Enhanced instructions improve the quality of bowel preparation for colonoscopy: a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Gastrointest Endosc 2017;85:90-97 e6.\]. More detail are necessary. The meta-analysis was conduct on OR and on mean differences in the statistical analysis paragraph should be detailed.

Response: Thank you for the important comments. We totally agree with the reviewer that statistical methods should be described in more detail.

According to the suggestion of the reviewer, the methods of Statistical analysis were modified as follows (page 6, line 24-page7, line 6): "All statistical analyses were performed using Review Manager (Revman, version 5.2) and Stata (version 12.0). If data from both intention-to-treat and per-protocol analyses were presented, the former were extracted and analyzed. Dichotomous data, including the rates of adequate bowel preparation, ADR or PDR, adverse events and diet compliance etc., were reported as odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI). Continuous data, including BBPS, OBPS, insertion and withdrawal time, were reported as standard mean difference (SMD) with 95%CI. Pooled estimates of OR or SMD were calculated using a random-effects model (M-H, heterogeneity), in which both within-study and between-study variations were considered (Control Clin Trials 1986;7:177-88.). Subgroup analysis were conducted according to the types of RE (communicable or not), evaluation tool (BBPS or OPBS), indication (screening or mixed) and preparation method (4L PEG, split-dose or low-volume laxatives). Statistical heterogeneity was accessed using the Cochrane Q test and by calculating the I2 value, with substantial heterogeneity defined as I2 greater than 50%, as described previously. A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant."

2\. Why in Figure 2 the OR estimated for Lee,2015 is different to the estimate of the previous paper? (3.91 vs 4.38)

Response: Thank you for the question. In the previous meta-analysis (Gastrointest Endosc 2017;85:90-97), the data of intervention group and control group were respectively 243/251 and 118/135 (OR, 4.38; 95%CI, 1.84-10.43). The data were retrieved from PP (per-protocol) analysis. In this study, the data were 243/253 and 118/137 (OR, 3.91; 95%CI, 1.76-8.68), which were retrieved from ITT (intention-to-treat) analysis. We believe ITT analysis might be better for the evaluation of the primary outcome. The results of ITT analysis were presented for all included studies in this study, which conferred on the differences of the results.

The following sentence was added into Methods (page 6, line 26-27): "If data from both intention-to-treat and per-protocol analyses were presented, the former were extracted and analyzed."

3\. There are many subgroup analysis. The capabilites of subgroup analyses to detect meaningful differences between studies is often limited. Subgroup analyses also need sufficient power.

Response: Thanks for the comments. We admitted that it is one of limitations of this study. The following sentences were added into Limitations (page 14, line 19-24): "Last but not the least, to evaluate the effects of RE in different conditions, several subgroup analyses were performed. Although significant differences were found in most of the analyses (P\<0.001). The power of the subgroup analyses may be not sufficient. The capabilities of subgroup analyses to detect meaningful differences between studies is often limited, thus it should be caution to explain the results."

Minor comments

1, There are many error of typing. Please, verify the manuscript for English and typos;

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. The manuscript had been thoroughly reviewed and modified by a native English editor. The grammatical errors and typing errors had been carefully checked and corrected.

2, p-value should be reported with three decimal number and with exact value; uniform the notation or P or p.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. All P value were modified as with three decimal number or with exact value. "P"s were used as the uniform spelling.

3, In the funnel plot the line of the 95% CI can make easier to read the figure

Response: Thank you for the advice. The figure of funnel plot with both OR and 95%CI lines was re-produced by using Stata software. We agree that new figure was easier to read.

Additionally, the following sentence was added into Results (page 11, line 18-19): "Publication Bias. Begg's test was conducted by Stata and the funnel plot showed no significant publication bias was found (P=0.950) (Supplementary figure 3)."
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Reinforced education improves the quality of bowel preparation for colonoscopy: an updated meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials

PLOS ONE

Dear Dr. Pan,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

==============================

ACADEMIC EDITOR:

The authors properly answered most of the reviewers´ questions, however, further comments should be adressed . Please pay attention carefully to the statistical methods

==============================

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by March 15th. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Antonio Z Gimeno-Garcia

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#4: (No Response)

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#4: Partly

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#4: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#4: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#4: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#4: This is a statistical review and I will focus on methods and reporting, mainly. Apologies, but this is the first time i see this paper.

Major

1\) although for this journal novelty is irrelevant, the authors state that this is an updated meta-analysis in the abstract but they don\'t tell us why this is needed, what were the findings in the last one, and how many new studies have been added.

2\) The language is quite poor, difficult to understand and not very academic. Consider the following passage: \"For the primary endpoint, sensitivity analysis showed that a significantly better heterogeneity was noted (Heterogeneity: I2 from 56% to 34%) with removal of Calderwood's study12. The following two reasons were considered: (1) it had the biggest sample size but resulted in a negative conclusion; (2) factors that caused the negative conclusion due to not providing patients with specific information of enhanced education, such as the solution of purgative use or diet restrictions.\" There is no better heterogeneity. the authors mean lower. also it is unclear what a negative conclusion is.

3\) No information on publication bias tests and assessment in the methods section, only mentioned in the results section. Publication bias tests and plots only relevant if you have \>10 studies otherwise underpowered to detect much and tend to lead to conclusions that are not justified <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11106885>. Here, with your number of studies, you can state as a considerable strength.

4\) Report the confidence intervals for I\^2 (calculated using heterogi or metaan in Stata) as argued in <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17974687>. A simple formula exists in the seminal 2002 Higgins paper that proposed I\^2.

Minor

1\) Some careful proof-reading is needed. Eg. the same sentence appears twice in the start of the methods section.

2\) authors mean standardised rather than standard mean difference. Also are the relevant outcomes reported in different scales necessitating the use of SMDs? if you can avoid SMDs it is preferable since they are difficult to interpret, compared to MD, and a back-transformation may be needed to convery the effect to a scale the readers are familiar with.

3\) Spell out Mantel-Haenszel.

4\) Year may be worth considering in bias assessment, especially if you don\'t have enough studies for a formal test: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25988604>. With newer studies we would be more confident.

5\) How was the random-effect model implemented, i.e. how was heterogeneity estimated? There are numerous ways to do so. Did they use the standard DerSimonian-Laird method? If so, please state so. Also there are better performing methods, for example please see <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28815652> (or <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23922860>) and the metaan command in Stata where these are implemented (<https://www.stata-journal.com/article.html?article=st0201>).

6\) Note that MH is traditionally a fixed effect approach and the random effects version in RevMan is an inverse variance-MH hybrid method, which has not been properly evaluated and is not avaialble elsewhere (except for metaan in Stata).

7\) Cochran Q (i.e. chi-square) is notoriously underpowered to detect heterogeneity, especially for small meta-analyses <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9595615>. I would not use

8\) The authors do well to use RE models, since they outperform FE models in the presence of ANY heterogeneity. However, how did they assess heterogeneity? There are numerous ways to do so. Did they use the standard DerSimonian-Laird method? If so, please state so. Also there are better performing methods, for example please see <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23922860> and the metaan command in Stata where these are implemented.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#4: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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Author response to Decision Letter 1

29 Mar 2020

Dear editor and reviewer,

We thank the editor and the reviewer for reviewing our Manuscript ID PONE-D-19-27355R1 entitled "Reinforced education improves the quality of bowel preparation for colonoscopy: an updated meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials". We have revised the manuscript according to the constructive suggestions. A point-by-point response is included below.

In response to the reviewers\' comments, additional information has been added to the revised manuscript. These are marked by yellow highlights in the version with tracked changes. The version with all changes accepted (clean version) are also provided. Deleted text no longer appears in the final clean version.

Major

1\) Although for this journal novelty is irrelevant, the authors state that this is an updated meta-analysis in the abstract but they don\'t tell us why this is needed, what were the findings in the last one, and how many new studies have been added.

Response: Thank you for the questions and suggestions.

There are some reasons why we carried out this updated meta-analysis. Firstly, there existed a number of new qualified studies related to reinforced education (ER) for bowel preparation (BP), which should be reviewed and analyzed. Secondly, with the development of science and techniques, tools and methods REs in recent years varied from the past, especially for the wide use of smartphones and their applications. Thirdly, some secondary outcomes enrolled a limited number of qualified studies and patients' number, which may influence the accuracy and reliability of outcomes. Therefore, we decided to write an updated systemic review and meta-analysis.

Compared to the previous meta-analysis conducted by our team (Gastrointest Endosc 2017;85:90-97 e6), this updated-meta analysis conducted the same conclusion for the primary outcome: BP quality. However, there were some new findings for secondary outcomes: 1) reinforced education (RE) improved both adenoma detection rate (ADR) (OR 1.35; 95%CI: 1.06-1.72; P=0.020) and polyp detection rate (PDR) (OR 1.24, 95%CI: 1.02-1.50; P=0.030), while it was negative in PDR (OR 1.25; 95% CI, 0.93-1.68; P=0.140) and not reported in ADR in the previous study; 2) patients in the RE group had a shorter insertion time (MD -0.76; 95%CI: -1.48-(-0.04); P=0.040), while there was no statistical difference in the previous study (MD, -0.57; 95% CI, -1.38 to 0.24; P=0.170); 3) less nausea/vomiting (OR 0.78; 95%CI: 0.64-0.97; P=0.020) and abdominal distension (OR 0.72; 95%CI: 0.68-0.92; P=0.020) were achieved in the RE group, while there was no statistical difference in the previous study for nausea/vomiting (OR 0.77; 95% CI, 0.60-0.99; P=0.050) and abdominal distention (OR 0.86; 95% CI, 0.66-1.12; P=0.260). The following sentences were added in Discussion section (line 3, page 12):"Although the primary outcome was similar to the four previous systemic review and meta-analyses, this updated meta-analysis conducted some new conclusions in secondary outcomes: 1) RE improved both ADR and PDR, which firstly demonstrated that patients receiving RE had a higher PDR in the form of systemic review and meta-analysis; 2) patients in the RE group had a shorter insertion time; 3) less nausea/vomiting and abdominal distension were achieved in the RE group."

In the Introduction section, we have described that:"In 2017, our team made comparisons of BP quality between patients receiving enhanced instructions plus regular instructions and regular instructions alone. 8 RCTs (n=3795) with full texts were enrolled. However, the literature search time were up to 2015. In the past 4 years, additional 10 high-quality clinical trials have been published14, 16, 19-21, 24, 29-32."

2\) The language is quite poor, difficult to understand and not very academic. Consider the following passage: \"For the primary endpoint, sensitivity analysis showed that a significantly better heterogeneity was noted (Heterogeneity: I2 from 56% to 34%) with removal of Calderwood's study12. The following two reasons were considered: (1) it had the biggest sample size but resulted in a negative conclusion; (2) factors that caused the negative conclusion due to not providing patients with specific information of enhanced education, such as the solution of purgative use or diet restrictions.\" There is no better heterogeneity. the authors mean lower. also it is unclear what a negative conclusion is.

Response: Thank you for the question and advice. Firstly, we apologize that the data of 56% and 34% were not correct, because they were the first edition's data which included 17 studies and we forgot to correct. As we know, I2 from 25% to 50% was mild heterogeneity, I2 from 50% to 75% was moderate heterogeneity and \>75% belongs to sever heterogeneity. In the first edition, only after extracting Calderwood's study, I2 was 34%, while after extracting other studies one by one, all I2 values were \>50%. Therefore, we detected the reasons of the decreasing of I2 from Calderwood's study statistically and clinically. Among the all 18 included studies, 4 studies (Calderwood's, Modi's, Rice's and Sharara's study) conducted a negative conclusion that RE did not improve the quality of BP, while other 14 studies proved that RE could improve BP quality. And among all 18 included studies, Calderwood's study had the biggest sample size (969/6536, 14.8%). So, it is worth detecting why this study drew a negative conclusion with the biggest sample size clinically. We found that the content of RE doctors provided to patients were not specific and quantified enough, e.g. the time when purgative was taken, the forbidden food and specific recommended food when undergoing BP.

In fact, the correct overall I2 of 18 included studies was 53%. Sensitivity analysis was conducted by extracting studies one by one. After extracting Calderwood's study and Back's study, the I2 changed to 30% and 44% separately, while after the extraction of other studies one by one, all I2 were \>50%. The following sentences were added in Method (line 9, page 11): "Sensitivity analysis For the primary endpoint, the I2 value of heterogeneity was 53%. Sensitivity analysis was conducted with the extraction of study one by one. It showed that after extracting Calderwood's study and Back's study, the I2 changed to 30% and 44% separately, while after the extraction of other studies one by one, all I2 values were \>50%."

3\) No information on publication bias tests and assessment in the methods section, only mentioned in the results section. Publication bias tests and plots only relevant if you have \>10 studies otherwise underpowered to detect much and tend to lead to conclusions that are not justified <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11106885>. Here, with your number of studies, you can state as a considerable strength.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. We have added publication bias tests and assessment in the Method section. The following sentence was added in Method section (line 4, page 7):"Publication bias was assessed by visual inspection of a funnel plot using Review Manager and was detected by Stata software". The following sentence was added in Result section (line 9, page 11):"The funnel plots performed by Revman that was asymmetric (Supplementary figure 3). Begg's test was conducted by Stata and the funnel plot showed no significant publication bias was found (P=0.950) (Supplementary figure 4)."

4\) Report the confidence intervals for I\^2 (calculated using heterogi or metaan in Stata) as argued in <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17974687>. A simple formula exists in the seminal 2002 Higgins paper that proposed I\^2.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. We have carefully read the two passages you mentioned above, which made us had a deeper understanding of heterogeneity and its related values. Higgins's study (Statist Med 2002;21:1539-1558) proposed three kinds of values to evaluate heterogeneity: H, R, and I\^2. Although methods and formulas were introduced in the appendix of this study, we extraordinarily apologize that it was too difficult to calculate the CI of I\^2. It seemed there was lack of formulas of 95%CI of I\^2, which we finally failed to figure out. As stated in Ioannidis's study (BMJ 2007;335(7626):914-6):"All statistical tests for heterogeneity are weak, including I\^2. The clinical implications of this are considerable and must be examined on a case by case basis. Putting too much trust in homogeneity of effects may give a false sense of reassurance that one size fits all.

Minor

1\) Some careful proof-reading is needed. Eg. the same sentence appears twice in the start of the methods section.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion and pointing out the mistake. The duplicated sentence about statistical analysis in the Methods section has been deleted. In addition, a native English editor had been invited to review and modify the manuscript thoroughly. All grammatical and typing errors had been carefully checked and corrected.

2\) authors mean standardised rather than standard mean difference. Also are the relevant outcomes reported in different scales necessitating the use of SMDs? if you can avoid SMDs it is preferable since they are difficult to interpret, compared to MD, and a back-transformation may be needed to convery the effect to a scale the readers are familiar with.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. We agree that using MD is more appropriate in this study. All continuous data have been changed to be reported as mean difference (MD) with 95%CI and the outcomes did not change. The sentence in Abstract section (line 14, page 3) have been changed as follows:" Continuous data were reported as mean difference (MD) with 95%CI".

3\) Spell out Mantel-Haenszel.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. Because all outcomes were used RE models, which could use M-H method. The "M-H" in Method section has been deleted (line 31, Page 6).

4\) Year may be worth considering in bias assessment, especially if you don\'t have enough studies for a formal test: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25988604>. With newer studies we would be more confident.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. Among the included 18 RCTs, the earliest study was published in 2009 and most studies were reported in the last ten years. Publication years were summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Time distribution of included studies

Year Studies

2001-2005 0

2006-2010 1

2011-2015 8

2016-2019 9

5\) How was the random-effect model implemented, i.e. how was heterogeneity estimated? There are numerous ways to do so. Did they use the standard DerSimonian-Laird method? If so, please state so. Also there are better performing methods, for example please see <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28815652> (or <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23922860>) and the metaan command in Stata where these are implemented (<https://www.stata-journal.com/article.html?article=st0201>).

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. In this meta-analysis, all primary and secondary outcomes were analyzed by Revman software, which could not use DerSimonian-Laird (D-L) method that is mostly used in random-effect models. As a supplementary part, the primary outcome was analyzed by Stata software using D-L method. The outcome of OR and 95%CI were the same between the two software (2.59 (2.09-3.19)). The forest plot of the primary outcome using Stata have been added as Supplementary Figure 5.

6\) Note that MH is traditionally a fixed effect approach and the random effects version in RevMan is an inverse variance-MH hybrid method, which has not been properly evaluated and is not avaialble elsewhere (except for metaan in Stata).

Response: Thank you for the reminder and suggestion. As a supplementary part, the primary outcome was analyzed by Stata software using D-L method. The outcome of OR and 95%CI were the same between the two software (2.59 (2.09-3.19)).

7\) Cochran Q (i.e. chi-square) is notoriously underpowered to detect heterogeneity, especially for small meta-analyses <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9595615>. I would not use

Response: Thank you for the advice. We agree that Cochran Q (i.e. chi-square) test is less statistically valid than I2. "using the Cochrane Q test" has been deleted in Abstract and Methods sections.

8\) The authors do well to use RE models, since they outperform FE models in the presence of ANY heterogeneity. However, how did they assess heterogeneity? There are numerous ways to do so. Did they use the standard DerSimonian-Laird method? If so, please state so. Also there are better performing methods, for example please see <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23922860> and the metaan command in Stata where these are implemented.

Response: Thank you for the question and suggestion. In fact, in this meta-analysis, the I2 were both 53% using FE and RE models, belonging to moderate heterogeneity. Considering the method and tools of reinforced education varied from all included studies, which may lead to the heterogeneity, therefore, RE model was used. For heterogeneity test, firstly, subgroup analyses were made. Secondly, sensitivity analysis was conducted with the extraction of studies one by one, which finally did not show a significantly better heterogeneity. Thirdly, D-L method was used in Stata software, which conducted the same conclusion with using Revman software.
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PONE-D-19-27355R2

Dear Dr. Pan,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.

Shortly after the formal acceptance letter is sent, an invoice for payment will follow. To ensure an efficient production and billing process, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, you must inform our press team as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

With kind regards,

Antonio Z Gimeno-Garcia

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE
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